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1.TOPIC:- 3) Drunken error 
Drunken errors are repeated once per turn of the thread in a drunken thread. In  
Drunken thread the pitch measured parallel to the thread axis. If the thread is not cut to  
the true helix the drunken thread error  
will form Drunken Error 
4) Irregular errors 
It is vary irregular manner along the length of the thread. 
Irregular error causes: 
1. Machine fault. 
2. Non-uniformity in the material. 
3. Cutting action is not correct. 
4. Machining disturbances. 
Effect of pitch errors 
 Increase the effective diameter of the bolt and decreases the diameter of nut. 
 The functional diameter of the nut will be less. 
 Reduce the clearance. 
 Increase the interference between mating threads. 
Measurement of various elements of Thread 
To find out the accuracy of a screw thread it will be necessary to measure the following: 
1. Major diameter. 
2. Minor diameter. 
3. Effective or Pitch diameter. 
4. Pitch 
5. Thread angle and form 
1. Measurement of major diameter: 
The instruments which are used to find the major diameter are by 
 Ordinary micrometer 
 Bench micrometer. 
 Ordinary micrometer 
The ordinary micrometer is quite suitable for measuring the external major  
diameter. It is first adjusted for appropriate cylindrical size (S) having the same diameter  
(approximately).This process is known as ‘gauge setting’. After taking this reading ‘R the  
micrometer is set on the major diameter of the thread, and the new reading is ‘R2. 
 Bench micrometer 
For getting the greater accuracy the bench micrometer is used for measuring the  
major diameter. In this process the variation in measuring Pressure, pitch errors are being  
neglected. The fiducial indicator is used to ensure all the measurements are made at same  
pressure. The instrument has a micrometer head with a vernier scale to read the accuracy  
of 0.002mm. Calibrated setting cylinder having the same diameter as the major diameter  



of the thread to be measured is used as setting standard. After setting the standard, the  
setting cylinder is held between the anvils and the reading is taken. Then the cylinder is  
replaced by the threaded work piece and the new reading is taken. 
Measurement of the major diameter of an Internal thread 
The Inter thread major diameter is usually measured by thread comparator fitted  
with ball-ended styli. First the Instrument is set for a cylindrical reference having the  
same diameter of major diameter  
of internal thread and the reading is  
taken. Then the floating head is  
retracted to engage the tips of the styli  
at the root of spring under pressure. For that the new reading is taken, 
2. Measurement of Minor diameter 
The minor diameter is measured by a comparative method by using floating  
carriage diameter measuring machine and small V pieces which make contact with the  
root of the thread. These V pieces are made in several sizes, having suitable radii at the  
edges. V pieces are made of hardened steel. The floating carriage diameter-measuring  
machine is a bench micrometer mounted on a carriage. 
Measurement process 
The threaded work piece is mounted between the centers of the instrument and the  
V pieces are placed on each side of the work piece and then the reading is noted. After  
taking this reading the work piece is then replaced by a standard reference cylindrical  
setting gauge. 
 Measurement of Minor diameter of Internal threads 
The Minor diameter of Internal threads are measured by 
1. Using taper parallels 
2. Using Rollers. 
 Using taper parallels 
For diameters less than 200mm the use  
of Taper parallels and micrometer is very  
common. The taper parallels are pairs of  
wedges having reduced and parallel outer  
edges. The diameter across their outer edges can  
be changed by sliding them over each other. 
 
 


